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 • The U.S. dollar considerably weakened in Q2 driven by convergence of Fed policy with dovish market 
expectations. 

 • Our Multi-Asset class outlook for the U.S. dollar has worsened to neutral, driven by a downturn in market 
sentiment, measured using both spot rates and currency options.

 • Further sustained weakness in the U.S. dollar, the de facto currency of international trade, would have positive 
implications for trade and global growth.

The global flood of central bank dovishness has continued 
in 2019. It intensified in June as the ECB reiterated 
support for negative policy rates “as long as necessary,”1  
Australia’s RBA cut rates, and Fed chair Powell suggested 
scope for further rate cuts after the June FOMC meeting. 
The U.S. dollar depreciated in the latter half of June as 
markets extrapolated the Fed’s outlook on growth and 
inflation to imply multiple rate cuts over the coming year. 
In this brief note, we examine drivers and implications of 
changes in the U.S. dollar outlook.

Drivers
Our Multi-Asset Class USD forecast deteriorated in May 
and June, as shown in Figure 1, driven primarily by a 
downturn in market sentiment towards the currency as 
measured by both spot rates and FX options. Although 
sentiment partially recovered in July, it remains negative. 
Stimulus, in the form of declining yields, was a secondary 
driver. In the weeks since, these factors’ continued 
downward pressure on the forecast have, thus far, been 
offset by strong USD carry, i.e., the wide differential 
between U.S. and other developed market interest rates 
that has persisted in recent years. But if the Fed delivers 
on market expectations of substantial rate cuts, then we 
could see further USD weakness as carry diminishes. In 

other major developed markets, where rates are already 
low or negative, interest rate futures are pricing in one rate 
cut or less (i.e., no more than 25bp) by the end of the year.

U.S. interest rate futures are pricing in more cuts than 
suggested by the Fed’s dot plot. Propelled by both the 
dovish Fed outlook and disappointing macroeconomic 
data, they reflect a modal outcome of three rate cuts this 
year. This is a stark change from mid-second quarter when 
the implied modal forecast was for only one rate cut in 
2019. (Figure 2)

The extent and rapidity of the shift in expectations 
reflects interplay between a number of factors. First, 
reduced growth expectations associated with a drop in 
Global PMI into contractionary territory in May and June 
along with concern related to U.S.-China trade tensions. 
Second, greater perceived room for rate cuts due to recent 
declines in inflation expectations. Finally, subtle but 
consequential changes in messaging at the Fed’s early 
June research conference.2 Specifically, the Fed replaced 
“Zero Lower Bound” with “Effective Lower Bound,” which 
signaled to some traders that the central bank is preparing 
its policy framework for negative U.S. rates. 
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1  ECB Press Release, June 6, 2019.
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Figure 1: Acadian Multi-Asset Class U.S. Dollar Forecast as of July 22, 2019

*  Forecasts based on the cross-sectional elements in our Multi-Asset Class models. Source: Acadian Asset Management LLC. Return forecasts are shown in z-scores, which 
can be interpreted as number of standard deviations attractive or unattractive. Return forecast horizon ranges from 1-3 months. The information provided is for illustrative 
purposes only based on proprietary models. There can be no assurance that the forecasts will be achieved. This is not intended to represent investment returns generated by 
an actual portfolio. They do not represent actual trading or an actual account but were achieved by means of using Acadian’s Multi-Asset Class universe of securities for the 
period specified above. Results do not reflect transaction costs or other implementation costs. Past results is no guarantee of future results. Every investment program has an 
opportunity for losses as well as profits.

Figure 2: Market-implied distribution of rate cuts by Jan 29, 2020

Figure shows probability distribution of expected rate cuts as implied by Fed Funds futures by Jan 29, 2020 Sources: Acadian analysis, Bloomberg. All Rights Reserved.  
For illustrative purposes only.
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Figure 3: Standardized monthly total returns 

Table shows a simple rolling 3y z-score using monthly total returns to generic MSCI and Bloomberg benchmarks. For fixed income indexes, the corresponding versions of 
Bloomberg Barclays indexes are used. For sovereign ex-U.S. bonds, U.S. dollar hedged index returns are used with Acadian calculations. Sources: Acadian Analysis, Bloomberg, 
MSCI. Copyright MSCI 2019. All Rights Reserved. Unpublished. PROPRIETARY TO MSCI. For illustrative purposes only. Every investment program has the opportunity for losses 
as well as profits. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. It is not possible to invest directly in any index. Bloomberg Index Services Limited. BLOOMBERG® is a 
trademark and service mark of Bloomberg Finance L.P. and its affiliates (collectively “Bloomberg”). BARCLAYS® is a trademark and service mark of Barclays Bank Plc (collectively 
with its affiliates, “Barclays”), used under license. Bloomberg or Bloomberg’s licensors, including Barclays, own all proprietary rights in the Bloomberg Barclays Indices. Neither 
Bloomberg nor Barclays approves or endorses this material, or guarantees the accuracy or completeness of any information herein, or makes any warranty, express or implied, 
as to the results to be obtained therefrom and, to the maximum extent allowed by law, neither shall have any liability or responsibility for injury or damages arising in connection 
therewith.

Implications
As the Fed converged with dovish market expectations, 
it weakened the U.S. dollar and triggered a broad-
based risk rally in June. (Figure 3) Even precious metals, 
led by gold and boosted by sharply lower real yields, 
participated in the broad rally. Developed sovereign 
bonds continued to broadly appreciate,3 benefitting from 
risk-off in May and from both global central bank actions 
and declining inflation expectations in June. Across 
other major asset classes, the May-June reaction was a 
smaller-scale repeat of the December-January whipsaw 
in markets.4 

Among other channels of stimulus, sustained USD 
weakness could contribute to the longer-term growth 
outlook. The U.S. dollar’s strength is one of the key 
determinants of global credit conditions and international 
trade liquidity. Recent BIS research highlighted that 
expanding global trade networks and supply chains have 
grown increasingly dependent on accommodative 
financial conditions.5 With roughly 80% of trade finance 
denominated in USD, dollar strength implies tighter credit 
conditions and higher financing costs while sustained 
dollar weakness facilitates global trade and has positive 
implications for global growth. 

Conclusion
Markets have correctly called the evolution of Fed policy 
over the past year. Currently, with the continued backing 
of global central banks, they are discounting scenarios 
that could favor positive U.S. dollar sentiment, instead 
pricing in the outcome that aggressive U.S. monetary 
stimulus successfully staves off deterioration in the 
real economy. Alternative scenarios would include 1) a 
continuation or acceleration of the global slowdown that 
leads to a “flight to safety” favoring U.S.-denominated 
assets, or 2) quick central bank success in reviving 
growth and/or inflation expectations that curtails the 
need for further easing, which would be a jolt to the 
market. However, under the baseline scenario, as the  
Fed continues to converge with market expectations, 
lower U.S. dollar carry would exert downward pressure 
on the outlook for the currency. 

3  Indicative of the breadth, yields on the generic Italian two-year bond index briefly turned negative in early July. These bonds yielded over 5% in 2011 
during the Eurozone crisis. Sources: Acadian Analysis, Bloomberg.

4   “The Fed’s Pivot: Significant Course Correction or Economic Reactivity?” – Acadian Multi-Asset Reflections May, 2019.
5 “ What is behind the recent slowdown?” – Mr. Hyun Song Shin, Economic Adviser and Head of Research of the BIS, at the “Public Finance Dialogue” 

workshop arranged by German Federal Ministry of Finance and Centre for European Economic Research (ZEW), Berlin, May 14, 2019.

https://www.acadian-asset.com/viewpoints/the-feds-pivot-significant-course-correction-or-economic-reactivity
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GENERAL LEGAL DISCLAIMER
Acadian provides this material as a general overview of the firm, our 
processes and our investment capabilities. It has been provided for 
informational purposes only. It does not constitute or form part of any offer 
to issue or sell, or any solicitation of any offer to subscribe or to purchase, 
shares, units or other interests in investments that may be referred to herein 
and must not be construed as investment or financial product advice. Acadian 
has not considered any reader’s financial situation, objective or needs in 
providing the relevant information. 

The value of investments may fall as well as rise and you may not get back 
your original investment. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to 
future performance or returns. Acadian has taken all reasonable care to 
ensure that the information contained in this material is accurate at the time 
of its distribution, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made 
as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of such information.

This material contains privileged and confidential information and is intended 
only for the recipient/s. Any distribution, reproduction or other use of this 
presentation by recipients is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient and this presentation has been sent or passed on to you in error, 
please contact us immediately. Confidentiality and privilege are not lost by 
this presentation having been sent or passed on to you in error.

Acadian’s quantitative investment process is supported by extensive 
proprietary computer code. Acadian’s researchers, software developers, 
and IT teams follow a structured design, development, testing, change 
control, and review processes during the development of its systems and 
the implementation within our investment process. These controls and 
their effectiveness are subject to regular internal reviews, at least annual 
independent review by our SOC1 auditor. However, despite these extensive 
controls it is possible that errors may occur in coding and within the 
investment process, as is the case with any complex software or data-driven 
model, and no guarantee or warranty can be provided that any quantitative 
investment model is completely free of errors. Any such errors could have a 

negative impact on investment results. We have in place control systems and 
processes which are intended to identify in a timely manner any such errors 
which would have a material impact on the investment process.

Acadian Asset Management LLC has wholly owned affiliates located in 
London, Singapore, Sydney, and Tokyo. Pursuant to the terms of service level 
agreements with each affiliate, employees of Acadian Asset Management 
LLC may provide certain services on behalf of each affiliate and employees 
of each affiliate may provide certain administrative services, including 
marketing and client service, on behalf of Acadian Asset Management LLC.

Acadian Asset Management LLC is registered as an investment adviser with 
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. Registration of an investment 
adviser does not imply any level of skill or training. 

Acadian Asset Management (Japan) is a Financial Instrument Operator 
(Discretionary Investment Management Business). Register Number Director-
General Kanto Local Financial Bureau (Kinsho) Number 2814. Member of 
Japan Investment Advisers Association.

Acadian Asset Management (Singapore) Pte Ltd, (Registration Number: 
199902125D) is licensed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. 

Acadian Asset Management (Australia) Limited (ABN 41 114 200 127) is 
the holder of Australian financial services license number 291872 (“AFSL”). 
Under the terms of its AFSL, Acadian Asset Management (Australia) Limited 
is limited to providing the financial services under its license to wholesale 
clients only. This marketing material is not to be provided to retail clients. 

Acadian Asset Management (UK) Limited is authorized and regulated by 
the Financial Conduct Authority (‘the FCA’) and is a limited liability company 
incorporated in England and Wales with company number 05644066. Acadian 
Asset Management (UK) Limited will only make this material available to 
Professional Clients and Eligible Counterparties as defined by the FCA under 
the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive.

General Legal Disclaimer


